In this paper, we propose a robust shape optimization method for a linear elastic structure with unknown loadings. The concept of principal compliance for minimizing the maximal compliance in the unknown loadings is applied to a shape optimization problem of a linear elastic structure. The principal compliance minimization problem is transformed to the equivalent maximization problem of the fundamental eigenvalue, and the problem is formulated as the distributed-parameter shape optimization problem based on the variational method. The derived shape gradient function is applied to the H 1 gradient method to determine the optimal shape variation, or the optimal free-form of the linear elastic structure. With this method, the optimal shape can be obtained without shape parameterization, while maintaining the surface smoothness. It is confirmed that the obtained shape has high and uniform stiffness in all directions. We confirm the proposed method is effective for designing the robust shape with high stiffness of a linear elastic structure with unknown loadings.
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( 1) 1  Fig.3 Flowchart of optimization system. First, the eigenvalue analysis is executed, and then the repeated eigenvalues and the shape gradient function are evaluated. Next, the velocity analysis is executed, and then the shape is updated by V. If the volume constraint is not satisfied, the shape is re-updated after determining Λ. If satisfied, the convergence is judged to finish the processes. If not converged, then return to the eigenvalue analysis.
3・3 重根問題への対応
, (a) 1st displacement mode of initial shape. Initial shape is shown by wireframe in blue. The shape is tilted in the 3 X direction.
(b) 2nd displacement mode of initial shape. The shape is tilted in the 2 X direction. (a) The convergence histories of the evaluated compliances at every 30 degree in the circumferential direction. The principal compliance is reduced by approximately 75%.
(b) Comparison of compliance distributions in the polar coordinate between the initial and the optimized shapes. The compliances are compared at every 30 degree in the circumferential direction. The optimized shape has low and uniform compliances along the loading directions. Fig.11 Comparisons of convergence histories and distributions of the compliances in the circumferential direction for the weighted unknown loadings.
(a) The convergence history of the evaluated sum of displacements at every 30 degree in the circumferential direction. The displacement in 2 X direction becomes equal to 2 times that of 3 X direction, and both displacements decreases with this relation. 
